
Florida 2011 – Trip Diary –
Part 2
Sunday January 16 – We drove over to Congo River mini golf to
try to feed the gators they have there, which never works out
because it’s usually too cold in January for the cold-blooded
gators  to  care  much  about  eating,  and  this  time  was  no
exception.  But we spent a long time just watching the gators
and their habitat-mate turtles climbing around and over each
other, getting in and out of the water – kind of like a free
little zoo exhibit.  My kids are too little to enjoy or let us
enjoy playing mini-golf, so we went to Sizzler for an all-you-
can eat lunch buffet.  We spent the afternoon relaxing at the
house so Hubby could watch the Chicago Bears game and the kids
could swim, and we even took a dip ourselves at half-time. 
For dinner, we went to Medieval Times, which is a dinner show
– it is SO fun!!!  Everyone is seated around an arena, and the
audience eats a Medieval-style feast while watching a show
complete with horse, knights, and jousting.  You are assigned
a seat in a certain color section (we were green – note the
crown in the picture below), and you cheer on your color
knight in the jousting and games  – it’s a blast!!

After watching the knights duke it
out, Grandma took the kids back to the house and we took Jamy
on the extreme go-karts at Fun Spot.  The track called The
Vortex is wicked; you wind up and around 3 or 4 times until
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you reach the top, and it’s strange to be up so high in a go-
kart.  But you don’t really have time to think about that,
because there is a steep drop down, followed by a couple of
hairpin /  bowl-like turns that you have to  navigate as
driver of the kart!  Super fun, though not for everyone.  We
thought this is what caused Jamy’s back injury that ended up
plaguing his trip, but turns out it was something else.  And
we took our daughters on these go-karts later in the week –
with helmets of course –  and our oldest hated them and
wouldn’t let me use the accelerator; it was SO frustrating!! 
Our daredevil 6-year-old Sammie loved it though, and I found
her to be a passenger more willing to go my speed – pedal to
the metal!!

Monday January 17 – We ate breakfast at Sizzler at their
breakfast buffet, and then headed out to Universal Studios as
planned despite the dire forecast of rain all day, and the
weathermen were not mistaken.  It was like a monsoon when we
arrived, and scarcely let up all day.  Many of the rides at
Universal are indoor, but Hubby and I did take a bit of a
gamble (and lost) when we got in line for the new Rip Ride
Rockit coaster.  They had to shut the ride down when they saw
lightning, and wouldn’t you know it, we were first in line! 
After investing that much time waiting, we really didn’t want
to get out of line, but the kids were waiting with Grandma and
Jamy, so we called them to see if they were ok and able to
stay dry.  We waited probably about 20 minutes, and it was fun
to try to read the different hand signals and procedures the
staff was doing to see if we would get to ride soon or not. 
Finally, they opened the coaster, and we were first –  test
rats.  This coaster looks more intimidating than it is, mostly
because the first lift is straight up, face pointed at the
sky, your back is parallel to the ground.  Other than that,
it’s a pretty lame coaster; the best thing about it is that
you get to choose a song to listen to while you’re on it, and
your song choice plays in the speakers behind your head.  I
chose “Devil Went Down to Georgia” which made a very good



coaster theme song, but the coaster was so tame that I was
able to do some air-fiddling along to the song.  I heard Hubby
beside me rocking out to Gloria Gaynor’s I Will Survive, and
that seemed like fun too, but I wasn’t about to wait in line
again for this ride.  The other thing that stank about the Rip
Rockit is the rain – riding a coaster in the rain is not a lot
of fun.  The rain pelts your face; it hurts and you can’t see
anything, so it takes a lot of the fun out of it.  And oh
yeah, this is how soggy we looked when we were done riding:

Most of us made the best of the
rain; after all, where we were from in Ohio the weather was
sub-zero, so rainy 50’s still felt good to us.  Our oldest was
not  a  happy  camper,  however,  and  she  soon  grew  tired  of
walking around in the rain, even though Grandma splurged and
bought the kids ponchos – I didn’t think to bring any, but
maybe I will next time.  It never does the all-day-rain thing
in Florida!  It usually rains or storms for less than an hour
and then the sun comes back out so we were unprepared for the
all day down-pour.  But seriously, how could Universal be
anything but fun?  Even though the rain slowed us down a bit,
we were still able to catch our first glimpse of the Wizarding
World of Harry Potter – it was very cool!!

Hogwarts castle was amazing, and I guess I must have misplaced
the picture I made Hubby take of me in Hogsmeade, which was
beautiful  at  night.   We  got  some  Butterbeer,  and  it  was
yummier than the version we attempted at one of our game
nights here in Ohio.  The Wizarding World has 3 rides, and we
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only had time to get on The Forbidden Journey on this day –
that’s the one inside the castle.  While you wait in line,
there is plenty to see – it looks like you are on the movie
set except better because it doesn’t look like a set – it
looks real!  The portraits move and talk, and there are 3D
projections of Harry, Ron, and Hermione that look like real
people.  As you wind around the corridors of the castle, you
get to explore many scenes straight from the books and movies:
Dumbledore’s office, Gryffindor common room – even the Sorting
Hat makes an appearance!  And the ride itself is amazing!!  If
you are a Harry Potter fan, this area is a must-see!!  Though
we did have a slight oopsie – while trying to rush over to the
Harry Potter World before the park closed, we skipped lunch,
so now we were cold, wet, and hungry.  It would have been ok,
except that once we snaked throughout the corridors of the
Hogwarts castle, we learned that the Forbidden Journey ride
was down.  After waiting in the dark hallway listening to the
Sorting  Hat  give  his  spiel  over  and  over  and  on  empty
stomachs, we had had it – especially grumpy oldest who, if you
remember, was not happy with  the day at Universal in the rain
to begin with.  Our torturous wait in the hallway of Hogwarts
became so irritating that I wished my husband had bought the
flaming wallet we had seen at the magic show – so we could
throw it at the Sorting Hat, flames and all!  �

We did finally get on the ride, and it was awesome, but my
oldest neglected to try it –  she doesn’t like anything faster
or more thrilling than the Scrambler.  As I said, the ride was
amazing,  so  now  we  were  all  famished  after  a  day  at
Universal.  But being budget-conscious we wanted to leave the
parks before finding dinner, though I must confess: I was so
hungry that the idea of the ‘whopper bar’ on Universal’s City
Walk that had turned my stomach that very morning was actually
sounding quite good after a day walking around in the rain! 
We ended up at Denny’s, which is a place I hadn’t been to in
probably over a decade, and while the food wasn’t great, it
sufficed.



(to be continued in part 3)

 

2-0 Bears? Proof I Have Died.
With a strong relationship with God through Jesus Christ,
perfect  family,  beautiful  and  loving  wife,  and  the  best
possible friends…  My life is so close to pure bliss I had to
wonder at times if I wasn’t experiencing the after life.

However, the Bears always were able to keep me grounded (pun,
pun)…

I mean, a stinky-poo-poo Bears team is no fun at all.  Sure,
it doesn’t even put a small dent in the other great stuff… 
But, it certainly makes the air smell a little foul.

Now the Bears are 2-0 for the first time since 2006, you know
the year they went to the Super Bowl, and the just beat the
famed Dallas Cowboys….  WHAT?!?  This Bears team?  The Bears
team that went 0-4 during the preseason and looked like they
would be better off playing in a poker tournament?  The Bears
team that BEARly squeaked by a Lions team that has one 2 games
in their last 34?

Yep.  Those Bears.

So, there are now only one of three conclusions I can come to:

The Bears are Much Better than Expected1.
The Bears are Getting Lucky and are About to Start a2.
Downward Spiral
I Have Died and am in Heaven which is Perfect, but3.
Nothing Like Described in Scripture
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For now, I will go with #2 but another win (next week against
GB on Monday night!!!) and I may have to start considering
#1…  Another few wins and I better start checking my Bible!

GO BEARS!

Great  Weekend,  Even  if  the
Bears  Didn’t  Play  this
Sunday.
I would usually write about the Bears today but since they
didn’t play Sunday I can enjoy writing about the rest of the
weekend.

I had a GREAT weekend.  I am a huge haunted-house fan…  To me,
a haunted house is theatre-in-motion —  scene after scene of
live (and interactive) entertainment.  As with any theatrical
productions, some of the actors were better than others and
some of the “sets” were better than others, but all had their
charms.  I cannot wait until our friends and ourselves can put
on a haunted house in our area!

But, by far, the best part was spending time with family and
friends.  My friends are just amazing.  I can do anything with
them and have a good time.  It really didn’t matter in the end
if we were driving in the car eating Italian Beef (YUM!!), or
wandering  through  a  haunted  house,  or  just  waiting  in  an
insanely long line — I was enjoying myself fully!  As much as
I HATE LINES (man, I HATE lines) I kept thinking to myself —
how unbearable would this be without these guys!  Standing
there wasn’t much fun in a conventional sense, but it was
another experience we had together…  And thinking about us
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standing in that line — now makes me smile.  I love my friends
(which makes living with my best friend awesome!).

After a night of haunted house action we got to spend Saturday
seeing all of our family.  Everyone!  It was just one of the
best days I can recall.  It started with us being very late,
getting stuck IL traffic – ugh!  Although stressful at the
time, it actually is perfect — the in-your-face reminder of
why we’re so lucky to live where we do.  Anyhow…

After the delay we got to see my (side of the) family.  We had
a delicious breakfast (that poor Lisa couldn’t enjoy) and then
visited at my Sister’s/Mom’s house.  Spending this time with
my family was just delightful.  I had such a feeling of peace
being with them and was just ecstatic to see my mother so
happy and healthy.

From  there  we  went  to  visit  Lisa’s  grandparents.   Her
grandfather lives in a nursing home so we went there for the
visit.  The home was nice and they were both in good spirits,
enjoying their situation as best they could.  How wonderful is
that!   They’re  still  appreciating  the  wonders  of  life  —
nursing home and all!  They just glowed when they saw the
great-grand-kids.

At Lisa’s sister’s house we celebrated her mom-and-dad’s 40th
wedding anniversary.  It was a low key event that was very
enjoyable.  Kim & Tim are always great hosts and Lisa’s family
just eats-up our little ones.  I just had a blast running and
chasing the “big kids” (Taylor, Austin, Sammie, and Disney)
and was completely exhausted afterwords.  We then enjoyed a
meal (yummy lasagna) together and played a bit more.  After
the meal we went to another haunted house.  This time with Kim
& Tim — Derek too.  It was a very good haunted house; probably
the best one all weekend.  But I thought that by far the
coolest part was seeing Kim & Tim out on a “date” together. 
They’ve had some rough times lately and it was just awesome to
see them connecting and just enjoying one-another.  Lisa and I



both felt really great that we got to enjoy this experience
together as two couples.  It was a nice double date + Derek! 
And, Derek being along just made it better.  He’s no third
wheel, he really made everything more fun!  Like all of my
friends, he always enhances every experience.

So — even though the Bears didn’t play this weekend it was
still the best!  It was awesome.  All the ingredients — Lisa
(LISA!!), Taylor, Sammie, Disney, Christopher, Derek, Jamy,
Megan, Mary, Mom, Caroline, Wilson, Ben, Gwyn, Lilly, Great
Grandma, Great Poppa, Uncle Bud, Mother-in-Law, Father-in-Law,
Kim, Tim, Austin, and Ryan + Italian Beef + Haunted Houses.

A recipe for a great weekend indeed!

I  now  hate  Sunday  Night
Football…
The  Bears  are  3-0  on  Sunday  afternoon  and  0-2  on  Sunday
night.  They played the Falcons this week – they lost.  What
else needs to be said.  As always, since 1985, the Bears are
inconsistent at best.

UGH!

You’ll  Look  So  Good  That
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You’ll  Be  Glad  That  You
Decided To…
“Smile Darn Ya, Smile.” Ok… combining two song lyrics from two
different musicals:

“Put on a Happy Face” from the just revived for the very
first time on Broadway…Bye, Bye Birdie starring John
Stamos.. not as the title character which 20 years ago,
I could have envisioned given his character Uncle Jesse
from Full House and his status as a drummer in the Beach
Boys

The second is from some other show I must have forgotten
somewhere along the line… if it comes to me, I’ll list
it in the tags.

Ok, a few weeks ago we had Talk Like a Pirate Day.  Today,
just happens to be World Smile Day.  What is it that makes me
smile?  Just a few things, really.

I love to be with my friends and family no matter what
the occasion: game nights are always fun and road trips
are a blast, watching crazy fans enjoy watching their
favorite teams play (I thought my mom got wild when she
watches Yankees baseball but seeing Chris watch a Bears
game… now THAT is a sight that could bring a smile to
anyone).  However, just being with them to lend a hand,
ear, shoulder, foot, eye, back, or finger really is
great, too.  Sometimes, even more rewarding than the
frivolous.   On  occasion,  I  have  also  used  them  for
guidance and support, as well.
Coming in very close to number one is… well, most people
who regularly subscribe to my rantings and ravings know
this.  Even when I am being constructively (of course)
criticized, I can always find something to smile about
on stage.  Except of course, when the moment does not
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call for it.. that’s when acting (for me) is difficult. 
I guess in the moment when the unforseen happens and
(perish the thought!) I donut get a part, I do tend to
be optimistic and try to learn and try to move on.
In a big way, music can be an extension of my love of
the stage.  Musicals are of course my favorite genre of
theatre.  I do enjoy most types of music but there ARE
exceptions (c)rap being chief among them.
A great, big scare.  Ok.. maybe the adrenaline getting
the heart racing, the blood rushing creates a nervous
smile and chuckle but I love to be scared.

Ok… that’s three things. that can usually make most of my
nothing days all seem worthwhile.  So remember…. Light up your
face with gladness and hide every trace of sadness because I
feel sad when you’re sad I feel glad when you’re glad.

I Said I Would Post When the
Bears Won… So, Guess What?
The Chicago Bears did it again!  Another 4th quarter comeback!

Next week we face the Detroit Lions which, with one win in the
past two seasons, should be a cakewalk.  However, if I know
anything about the NFL (do I?) I know that on any given Sunday
either  team  can  win  the  game.   So,  I  will  not  get  too
confident!

Jay Cutler, the Bears shiny new QB, looked sharp again helping
to fade my memory of that terrible start in Green Bay.  At
first, I was not very happy…  The Bears started down 13-0 and
it wasn’t looking very positive.  I even had to turn down a
friend’s invite for dinner (sorry Cathy!) because I was not
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feeling very social.

But just before the half the Bears scored a touchdown and
provided some tension relief.  The rest of the game remained
an exciting affiar and it ended the best possible way — with a
Bears win.

So, there you have it.

Chicago  Bears:  We  Beat  the
Steelers!
It wasn’t always pretty and I have to be honest, I am still
not sure about this Bears team…  BUT WE BEAT THE STEELERS and
avoided going 0-2.  0-2 might not sound like too big of a deal
to you baseball fans, but in NFL world and 0-2 start often
means a long and painful season.

Bears  new  superstar  QB,  Jay  Cutler,  rebounded  from  his
terrible 4-interception performance last week to have a very
solid game.  No interceptions and two touchdown passes!

The Bears defense looked soft at times but, in the end, was
able to keep the Steelers to 14 points — thanks especially to
Jeff Reed (the Steeler’s kicker) missing 2 “easy” field goals.

It was an exciting game and a Bears win.  Have I mentioned how
much fun the NFL is?  Next week, the Seattle Seahawks…  A team
I personally hate.  Don’t know why, but I do!  Hoping to be
2-1 after next Sunday — a winning record would be awesome
after that putrid start against Green Bay.
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Chicago  Bears  –  It  Was  a
Total Nightmare!

We lost our most celebrated player…  FOR THE SEASON.
Our  new  pro-bowl  quarterback  had  the  [statistically]
worst game…  OF HIS CAREER
We had other key injuries…  THREE OF THEM (yes, three
MORE)
Our consistently amazing special teams unit made a huge
error…  THAT MAY HAVE BEEN FATAL
Our defense looked good all game, but when it mattered
most…  THEY CHOKED
They were not playing a normal Sunday day game, it was a
night game…  ON NATIONAL TV
It was not any game, it was against the Packers…  PUBLIC
ENEMY ONE

I’m going to try and answer some common questions often asked
after a game like this…

Q: What positives can you take out of a game like this?
A: Well, I didn’t die while watching it, and that’s always a
good thing.  (Good for me anyhow)

Q: Can the team bounce back next week and win big in their
home opener?
A:  Nope.   They  play  the  Superbowl  champion  Pittsburgh
Steelers.  The only thing the Bears can hope for is a Steelers
team that gets arrogant and fails to come ready-to-play.  But,
hey, this is not just a good team — these are the Superbowl
champs!

Q: How big is the loss of Brian Urlacher?
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A: Brian who?  Never heard of him.

Q: Should Offensive Coordinator Ron Turner be fired?
A: Football is about the fans, and I’ll tell you — the fans do
know the sport.  I personally think Ron is just plain boring
for our offense.  If we’re not going to win I at least want us
to be exciting…  We have some speed, we have a top running
back, and we have a [supposedly?] pro bowl QB.  Lets roll!

Q: Want to make a season record prediction for the Bears this
season?
A: No, but I will anyway…  I predict they will start 0-1.  The
only noble thing to do is predict that they will go 18-1. 
Fifteen wins during the season, 2 wins in the playoffs, and
one in the Superbowl!  The only loss being that abomination in
Green Bay at the start of the year.  (But if they went 8-8 I
wouldn’t say I was surprised)

Q: Would you trade Jay Cutler back to the Denver Broncos for
Kyle Orton and some dog food coupons?
A: No.  That is a ridiculous question…  Well…  How much coupon
savings are we talking here?

……end of my self interview…… wait, one more thing…..  no,
wait, the self interview portion of this blog post is over……

I am doing the rest in bold.  Why, because the Bears lost and
I am pouting so I can do what I want!

Oh man, I just remembered…  I am trying to work on being less
obnoxious, so off with the bold!

Well folks, the bottom line is that my beloved NFL team the
Chicago Bears lost this September 13, 2009 to the Green Bay
Packers (see what I did there – all the keywording, it is so
Google (Hi Google!) will know my blog post has info about that
exact game).  We lost the game, we lost good players, we lost
confidence, and I lost my mind…  Oh boy…  Another NFL season
is upon us!



FOOTBALL!  Time  To  Blog,
Except…
…  I’ve gotten engrossed in another video game.  And because
I’m a mom of 4 and don’t have a lot of extra time, my blogging
frequency is going to suffer while I divide my spare time with
mindless gaming, oh well.  With the start of the NFL season
and back-to-school-time, I will have more time at home for my
favorite  quiet  activities  like  reading  the  newspaper,
blogging, and playing video games while my husband watches
football (Go Bears!).  I thought I’d be rolling out blog
posts, but then my husband put an N64 emulator on my computer,
distracting me with what is quite possibly the best video game
ever made – in my opinion, anyway:  The Legend of Zelda:
Ocarina of Time.  It’s an adventure game, which is my favorite
genre of video  game, but I’m very picky – there has to be
large 3D worlds to explore, as well as a variety of puzzles
peppered with the perfect combination of inventory, fighting,
and weaponry.  This version of Zelda has everything, and this
is actually my second time playing it through.  Currently I’m
in the second dungeon (Dodongo’s Cavern) which is probably my
least favorite in the entire game.  Once I get past it though,
I have lots of fun ahead – there are plenty of areas left to
explore; including an underwater colony and the inside of a
volcano.  This game also skips ahead 7 years, and you get to
see what Hyrule (the country you are defending) looks like in
the future when your character has grown into a young man from
a little boy.  Here is a screen shot:
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…which makes me want to get back to it so I can kick some
Dodongo a**!

GO BEARS!!!

Camping Pictorial
If you’ve been reading my blog lately, then you know that I
was away last week camping with my family –  my husband, 4
kids (ages 9, 5, 2, and almost 1), and 2 dogs.  Camping for
the entire week with 4 little kids has its ups and downs;
mostly ups.  But one of the major downs is the amount of
house-mom work that awaits my return:  6 persons worth of
laundry for a week and a half, which I refer to as “Mount
Washmore”, grows to be the size of a small county’s dump.  And
my Week O’ Heap O’ Paperwork I must sort through is picture-
worthy:
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But when all is said and done (a week or more from now), I
will say it was well worth it.  It was worth it to be (mostly)
away from the internet and other electronic distractions for a
week, especially tv.  During that week, it wasn’t my job to
dwell  on  horrid  and  depressing  headlines  from  around  the
world.  And it was worth it to spend a distraction-less 24
hours a day, 7 days a week with my family, just the 6 of us in
the wilderness (of Indiana) with only the bare necessities (a
furnished cabin with refrigerator and a store within walking
distance) with which to survive…

A great time was had by all, and camping is definitely 
something that we will do again in the future.

This is our cabin.  It has two beds downstairs where Daddy,
Mommy, Disney, and Charity and Beasley (the dogs) slept.  
Along with the two beds are a table and chairs, a bench,
shelves, a half-bathroom, a mini-fridge, and a microwave. 
There is also a ladder which leads to the loft that spaciously
houses two twin mattresses where our two oldest girls slept. 
As you can see, there is also a picnic table out front and a
grill and fire pit.  Our cabin’s porch also came with a great
view of the fishing creek and the sunset.
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We did lots of fun activities while we were camping; including
boating.  We took out a rowboat (thanks for rowing, Dad!), and
the little ones caught a nap before we set sail:

We also took out a large pontoon boat and made ourselves quite
comfortable  watching  for  wildlife  for  hours  at  a  time:

I think I could get used to being a boat captain; I just loved
driving the boat (and my husband says I’m good at it, whatever
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that  means).   But  I  really  did  love  being  the  captain,
deciding when to pull close to shore, idling the boat or even
keeping pace with the wildlife as we did when we followed a
young hunting raccoon.  We were able to see SO much wildlife;
all in its natural glory; it was great!  Among the highlights:
butterflies, dragonflies, water snakes attacking fish, fish
attacking fish, herons, swan  families, frogs, crayfish, geese
families, raccoons, does and their fawns, turtles, and even
lots of campground dogs and puppies.  Here is an example of
the beautiful scenery with a doe getting a drink at sunset – I
missed photographing her fawn, oops:

And the next picture combines two of the kids’ favorite things
about camping –  frogs and marshmallows – I guess “Big Buddy”
does not eat marshmallows…  not raw ones anyway.  For those of
you who are wondering about my frog phobia, you  should know
that there was a mandatory 5-foot-diameter ‘frog buffer zone’
around the cabin for me.  But I did come to terms with the
phobia in some ways during the trip, maybe it will lessen with
time, who knows.
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Next is a pic of our baby boy – he was so excited to  finally
get at that basketball that we had to take a picture.  Never
mind that he’s going to play baseball for the Chicago Cubs
some day – or the Chicago Bears if my husband gets his way…

Here are all 4 of my kids on the beach – they all loved
playing on the beach!

And, some more examples of the beautiful scenery – the rising
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moon over the lake at sunset:

A hot air balloon over the lake:

And that reminds me – we also spotted some parachuters in the
sky (and lots of cool airplanes – the airport was across the
highway at the front of camp) who landed in a field nearby. 
Our daredevil 5-year-old Sammie said, “I want to do that!”. 
It’s really funny that she said that if you know Sammie.  And
ironically, when she was in the womb, I  even said that she
would be the one to parachute and do crazy things like that to
scare her parents!  I could just tell by the strength of her
kicking and the fact that she was constantly moving…  Well,
anyway, another great trip, and let me close by recommending
camping as an inexpensive family vacation that pays dividends
in quality time and togetherness!
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